This work presents a low-complexity lossless electrocardiogram (ECG) compression ASIC for wireless sensors. Three linear predictors aiming for different signal characteristics are provided for prediction based on a history table that records of the optimum predictors for recent samples. And unlike traditional methods using a unified encoder, the prediction error is encoded by a hybrid Golomb encoder combining Exp-Golomb and Golomb-Rice and can adaptively configure the encoding scheme according to the predictor selection. The novel adaptive prediction and encoding scheme contributes to a compression rate of 2.77 for the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database. Implemented in 40nm CMOS process, the design takes a small gate count of 1.82K with 37.6nW power consumption under 0.9V supply voltage.
Introduction
Electrocardiogram (ECG) has long been taken as an important means for disease prevention and diagnosis. The advances in wireless sensor techniques have made real-time monitoring of ECG signals possible. With the rapid development in machine learning algorithms, automatic detection and classification of cardiac diseases to relieve the burden of manual diagnosis are also on the way to practical use. However, the timely and accurate detection of diseases requires high computing capacity and large training database as backups, both of which are not available in the battery-limited wireless monitoring systems. An alternative and promising solution is to transmit the sampled ECG signals to remote terminal for big data analysis based on the platform of Internet of Things (IoT).
Since transmission power dominates the power efficiency of wireless monitoring systems, researchers have tried to reduce transmission data amount by extracting vital information such as QRS complex [1] , yet morphology information that could be critical for identification is lost. Lossy compression of ECG signal [2] gains high compression rate but also results in certain degree of signal distortion, which is considered unacceptable for some serious diagnosis. Lossless ECG compression is therefore more preferred. Although software-based methods [3] , [4] gain high compression performance, they require complicated training and computing that might result in high resource overhead and power consumption. Lots of works [5] - [8] have been presented to perform lossless ECG compression that can be efficiently implemented in hardware. Linear prediction methods are widely applied to reduce redundancy in signal and entropy coding is used to encode the prediction errors. An adaptive trending predictor is proposed in [6] , but the simple slope-based prediction only leads to modest compression efficiency even with a two-stage Huffman coding. Another slope-based predictor is proposed in [7] with a modified variable length coding method. Though high compression performance is achieved, the coded data is not suitable for central storage due to the lack of prefix. [8] applied a linear predictor with SSLMS algorithm to improve prediction accuracy, yet it requires the use of the resource-costly multipliers. Besides, these works often use fixed encoding structures based on the estimated overall probability distribution, which is rigid and of limited performance.
In this work, we present a lossless ECG compression design with highly adaptive predicting and encoding. A history table that keeps record of the optimum predictors for recent samples is used to dynamically select the prediction result among several linear predictors. A hybrid Gomlomb encoder combining Exp-Golomb and Golomb-Rice can adaptively configure the coding scheme based on the predictor selection, which is more flexible and efficient than the traditional unified coding approaches. Besides, the encoder is implemented to perform recursive encoding to lower complexity and it also helps simplify the logic for code packaging.
Method

History Table Based Prediction
Linear prediction is applied as a tool to predict the value of current sample from its past samples, as shown in Eq. (1). x(i) is the predicted value of x(i) based on m past samples and e(i) is prediction error. e(i) can also be represented by a combination of sample difference d(i), as shown in Eq. (2), and we refer to m − 1 as the order of the predictor.
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As QRS complex only takes about 10% of the periodic ECG signal while the rest 90% is generally gentle, slopebased low order predictors are usually applied [3] , [6] , [7] . Yet the slope-based methods rely on fixed slope amplitude alone for predictor selection and thus are less adaptable for different situations.
Here we apply the three typical low order predictors [7] with integer coefficients for prediction, as shown in Eqs. (3)- (5) . And the predicting result for current sample is adaptively among the three predictors based on their predicting performance for past samples.
(5) Figure 1 shows some cases of ECG signals and the optimum predictor (with smallest error amplitude) among P 0 /P 1 /P 2 for each sample from MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database (MITDB). It can be seen that the trend of optimum predictor shows little correlation in flat regions due to the small and random change. But for the fast changing parts, the 1st or 2nd order predictor (P 1 /P 2 ) performs better for different signals. In addition, the optimum predictor for samples shows high temporal locality, as it is very likely that if the predictor is optimum for the recent samples, it might also predicts well for the current sample. Thus a history table that records the optimum predictors for the most recent samples is used as a reference for prediction, as depicted in Eq. (6) .
If the difference d(i−1) between the past two samples is less than a threshold T H, the 0th order predictor P 0 is selected to ensure that when changes is gentle, the higher order predictors will not be activated, as history table based estimation for flat regions is relatively random and P 0 shows more stable prediction performance. Otherwise, prediction result is decided by the history table and the best predictor (P b ) for previous samples is selected to predict the current sample.
We apply a history table that keeps record of the four most recent samples, as prediction shows little improvement with larger history tables. P b is the predictor that predicts optimum for no less than half of the samples and if two predictors predict equally well for the past samples, the lower order one is selected. Figure 2 depicts that the prediction performance of the proposed history table based prediction scheme is improved compared to that of a single order predictor. It shows more concentrated error distribution than P 0 and smaller root-mean-square error (RMSE) than P 1 , both of which are beneficial for encoding. Though P 2 seems to show an overall poorer performance than P 1 , it predicts well for some signals such as that in Fig. 1 (b) and by employing it, the prediction scheme is more adaptable to signal with different characteristics.
Hybrid Golomb Encoder
The prediction error for ECG signal usually matches to a two-sided geometric distribution symmetrical around zero, as previously shown in Fig. 2 , and Golomb coding that has been proven optimal for geometric distributions [9] is employed. Golomb coding has seldom been used in on-sensor ECG compression for its high complexity in hardware to encode the wide range errors. To overcome this, we propose a hybrid Golomb encoder combining Golomb-Rice and Exp-Golomb and it can adaptively adjust the coding scheme. e(i) is first mapped to a one-sided geometric distribution E(i) by simple transformation, as shown below:
Golomb coder uses a positive integer M to divide E(i) into the quotient part q and the remainder part r. q is presented by unary coding with q + 1 bit and r follows in truncated binary code with log 2 M bit. Golomb-Rice and Exp-Golomb are derived from Golomb coder with M = 2 j and we apply them to different E(i) values, as shown in Fig. 3 . The wide range of E(i) is separated into regions with different ranges and M settings. The small and frequent errors such as that in region 1 are encoded with finer grain M settings for compression efficiency while the large and rare errors are coded with larger M so that the length of unary code can be shortened to reduce hardware complexity.
Above from that, we further improve the adaptability of the hybrid encoder by applying configurable M setting in each region based on predictor selection, as the three coding schemes (C0/C1/C2) shown in Fig. 3 . When the 0th order predictor P 0 is selected for prediction, the fine-grained Golomb coder C0 with small M values is assigned, as the prediction error is generally small for the flat region. But if P1 or P 2 is chosen, the resulting prediction error is usually large even though the optimum predictor is selected. As a case shown in Fig. 4 , when signals are with high fluctuation such as QRS complex, higher order predictors are often selected and the prediction errors are sparsely distributed. Thus coarser-grained coders (C1/C2) are allocated which can perform better than a fine grained one. Figure 5 estimates the average bit length for encoding those errors with P 1 /P 2 selected as P b from the proposed prediction mechanism based on some records from MIT-BIH database. It is obvious that for most cases, the proposed C1/C2 designated for P 1 /P 2 results in a shorter bit length than a unified coding scheme of C0. For cases where C0 achieves short bit length such as record 111, C1/C2 also performs well and cause no adverse effects. And therefore the overall encoding efficiency is improved.
Hardware Architecture
The hardware architecture of the design is illustrated in Fig. 6 . A few register and logic resources are used to realize the prediction. The encoding is controlled by an FSM with states allocated to represent the five regions. In each region, Golomb encoding is performed by recursively subtracting M = 2 j from data reg and the result is updated in data reg. j is set according to the region state and the coding mode C mode decided by prediction order. The unary coding is based on the sign of subtraction result. Once the subtraction value is negative, FSM will trigger the encoding the remainder value. To truncate the remainder value, the j least significant bits in data reg are shifted out one by one.
The structure of the encoding logic is extremely simple due to the repeated subtract-update operation. And it also helps simplify the packaging logic. Since the encoding module only produces 1-bit code each cycle, the packaging costs much fewer logic resources than that of the codes with variable lengths.
Experiment Result
The proposed ASIC is synthesized in SMIC 40nm process with standard cell library for implementation. Then the physical design process is performed with complete industrial standards and constraints. The floorplan has an area of 2353um 2 with a NAND-equivalent gate count of 1.82K, as shown in Fig. 7 . At last, the power consumption is estimated using Synopsys Prime Time tool. As the encoding is performed with multiple cycles, it requires a processing frequency f p = 40 × f s , where f s is the sampling frequency. When verified with the 360Hz signal from MITDB, the circuit operates at 14.4KHz and consumes only 37.6nW with average CRs of 2.74 and 2.81 for the two channels. A comparison with existing works is presented in Table 1. Evaluated by MITDB, the average CR of this work is 2.77, higher than that of [5] - [8] . Though [10] shows a higher CR of 2.89, the compression is only near-lossless due to the rounding errors caused by the fractional result from wavelet transform. As to energy efficiency, since the throughput for real time wireless ECG monitoring is decided by sampling frequency, the proposed design and Refs. [8] , [10] process the 360Hz ECG signal from MITDB in real time with the same throughput. [8] , [10] handle one sample each cycle and the operating frequency is the same as sampling frequency. Though near-threshold voltage is applied in [10] , the complicated transform-based algorithm still leads to a large gate count and 313nW power consumption. The proposed design runs at a higher frequency of 14.4KHz to complete the iterative Golomb coding, but the coding and packaging complexity is greatly reduced and the design achieves a smaller gate count and lower power than [8] , [10] . For Refs.
[5]- [7] , since the typical sampling frequency for ECG signal is 250Hz∼1KHz [11] , the MHz frequency applied is over-sufficient with high power consump-tion. Besides, as power varies under different process, gate count is applied as a normalized parameter for comparison. With optimized algorithm and logic design, the proposed design achieves the smallest gate count of 1.82K among the table with 38nW power consumption.
Conclusion
This work presents a low power lossless ECG compression ASIC design for wireless sensors. With history-table-based adaptive selection of prediction result to improve prediction accuracy and the hybrid Golomb encoder that adaptively configures its coding scheme to gain high coding efficiency, the proposed design achieves an overall CR of 2.77 with the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. Besides, with dedicated hardware design and optimization, it takes an extremely small gate count of 1.82 K in 40nm CMOS process, with 37.6nW power consumption under 0.9V supply voltage.
